TAM 202 final exam comments on problem 1 by Vijay:
1. Free body diagram: 10 points
2. Force balance equations: 5 points
3. Numerical simplification and answer: 5 points
4. No mention about inequality in answer: 1 point deducted
I have been very severe if the free body diagram is incorrect and the reactions are marked
incorrectly.

Comments for problem number 3 on the final exam, Engrd 202, fall 2002.
Graded by Peeyush Bhargava
Part 3 a). Almost all the students got this right.
Part 3 b). Minus 1 for using the wrong formula for polar moment of inertia. Minus 1 if
the student does not mention where the maximum shear stresses occur.Most of the people
got this right.
Part 3.c) The important thing to realize is that the element shown is in a state of pure
shear and that there are no stresses on the outside surface. Full points only if completely
right. Points taken off if axial stresses are shown on the element or if stresses are shown
on the outside surface.
Part 3d) If you realize or know that the element is in pure shear, then getting this correct
us easy. Many students used the stress transformation formula to get the wrong answer.
Full points only if completely correct.
Part 3e) Full points only if free body diagram is drawn correctly and the calculation is
also correct. If you say Tw ' = TL , then points are taken off.

Common Errors on Final #5
Part a.
Most students did this problem correctly. The most common errors involved using boundary
conditions to evaluate integration constants. In this category, students didn't realize that integration
constants were generated as integrals were carried out, A few students had problems finding the
general expression for the bending moment as a function of x, not realizing that we provided it for
them. Others evaluated it at the mid-point (i.e., immediately plugged in x = L/2) and then
integrated.
Part b.
Answers on this somewhat unconventional problem varied greatly. Taking the provided hint, most
realized that, when the right support dropped down, it meant the column's right half extended out
like a cantilever. Arguments were then made that this produced large stresses (both bending
stresses and shear stresses were invoked).
However many students had great difficulty in quantifying this basic idea.
Bending moment diagrams were usually drawn incorrectly. In particular, often these figures
showed the bending moment starting at some value, rather than being zero at the ends (since no
moments act at those points); this is particularly egregious where there isn't even a support since
there isn't even a shear force there.
Often students were unsure as to the location of the maximum bending moment, failing to recall
that the slope of the M curve is given by the shear force V.
A very common error was to put all of the distributed weight as a single point load at the center of
gravity. While this is OK for computing reaction forces, it gave nonsense when trying to generate
shear force/bending moment diagrams.

